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About This Game

A swashbuckling naval adventure, in the spirit of C. S. Forester's Hornblower or Patrick O'Brian's Aubrey/Maturin books, with
a dash of Jane Austen.

Choice of Broadsides is a 60,000 word interactive novel, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without
graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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A fun little VR homage to arcade space shooters like Freespace 2 and X-Wing

+1 for making the joystick controls easy to setup
. Kill the world................. several times.. It's a just VR strip club in the shooter wrapping. Okay. So, yeah. I will be very blunt.
This game is a piece of garbage, the animations are terrible, the gunplay is less than desirable, the graphics are basically
Gamecube like, and if this is a finished game, then by god you all need help. Will be getting a refund, and I hope this game gets
taken off of Steam. This is a legit straight up insult to the people who liked the first Culling. You all are basically just hitting
everyone with your♥♥♥♥♥♥♥now.. I am a huge fan of the Myst franchise: I love the lore, the gameplay, the atmosphere and
everything that makes it a unique puzzle/exploration franchise.

 However, this game crushed my little fanboy heart. Whereas previous entries to the series offer so much to entice the player,
THIS game offers much, much more. It's got:

* Empty, 2-dimensional characters whose struggles you can't possibly care about.
*A vague, loosely-formed plot with new lore that is poorly explained and quite uninteresting for a Myst game.
*The exploration of the differernt ages feels very restrictive and linear compared to previous games.
*The soundtrack, which the Myst franchise has always been praised for, is unbelievably bland.
*The introduction of new concepts that offer nothing to the story. In particular the use of the tablets is much more of an
inconvenience than a challange and are often frustrating to accurately use with a mouse.
*Major characters from the previous games that feel like more of an afterthought.

They really phoned it in on this one. What is most insulting is that they knew that this was going to be the final installment and
they opted to throw diarrhea in the faces of their small yet loyal fanbase. This was a very sour not to end a great series of games
on.. Broforce meets Smash Bros meets Stick Fight.. This is very good software.

My only complaint is the intermittent capcha questions coming up on export, that's really annoying when when processing loads
of scans and doing multiple exports of the same thing.. Boring. Time between objectives is too long. Bad acting on the voice-
overs, they sound very forced.
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Really bad and unforgiving until the end. If you do one thing wrong or in the wrong order people die. And with the save system
like it is it isn't easy to try again. Even if you could you don't realize you did something wrong until suddenly you don't have
enough food to feed everyone. Very frusterating.. Awesome and Incredibly addictive little game. Lots of fun and potential in it
for any dignified space shooting ship assembling geekster fan (like me self). For an Early Access game I have to say it's very
well executed. Every thing runs smoothly and properly and apart from some labels and feedbak info still missing here and there
it is apparent that a lot of care was put into it. It's a lot of fun assembling the amorphous ships and testing them in the 'field' and
the set of parts available is quite enjoyable. It should be a very decent and wide scoped game once it leaves alpha/beta stage and
comes out into a full fledged game. As of now, even while in Early Access, it is already very playable and worth every cent (and
surely hours of fun).. ahh its mint lad i mean the "good good " mode is mint like. Pro:
-The game is fun to play
-Totally worth $11 CAD
-Casual enough for players who do not have long time to play.
-Game is challenging even in novice.

Con:
-It can take a bit time to learn all the things in game because the tutorial is very basic and not much information you can find
online at the moment for the game is still new.
-Sometimes you get tons of 1 and 2 dices which is annoying. The randomness of dice can be improved.

I like this game and I think it totally worth the $11. I don't think game like this will support mods which allow users to add more
dungeons but I am happy to see DLCs in future to add more contents to the game.. I believe this pack contains the Extreme
WTCC cars. Quite simply as well as the other stuff, these cars are the ones race 07 should really have been built around. 600
BHP of ripsnorting, tyre rippling, tarmac tearing animals. With the aids turned on it takes the game to a new level of handling,
grip, speed, and competition. Little known gems in the race07 world.

Simply put the Race07 and ALL its add ons - are all low cost on steam - and yet they provide PC gamers with a tour de force for
car racing. The graphics are not bleeding edge. Irrelevant. They provide the base needed to let you drive and the game is terrific.

. The best of the classic You Don't Know Jack titles, The Ride contains more insane quiz questions, extreme hosts, and off the
wall radio advertisments. If you have to just choose one traditional YDKJ game to buy, pick this one. Or grab the bundle and be
a trivia master.. I like it. Fun racing game.
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